iTalkie™MT: remote messaging client
Text messages on vehicle dashboard touchscreens
Selected Features

Messaging for drivers made easy.
 Dispatch a message to a driver via email or PC
 Drivers can reply using simple, predefined messages
iTalkie™/MT is a thin messaging client designed to handle traffic alerts, work order management or other
types of notifications sent to an entire fleet of vehicles or individual drivers.
In addition to being able to operate as a bi-directional remote messaging client, the user interface makes it
easy to read and it is designed to interact with touchscreens. The client runs on a PC connected to the
vehicle’s mobile radio via the USB cable and displayed on traditional 7” to 10” touchscreen LCD display








Bi-directional group and private text
Easy reply with pre-defined messages
Interface designed for touchscreens
Automatically adjust screen size
Minimal MS-Windows PC requirements
Works with different TABLETmedia
gateways and applications
 Customizable to report data as text
 Rapid deployment
 SKU: software license or turnkey
system with rugged PC and LCD

mounted on the dashboard, or an inexpensive Windows 8 Tablet PC.
Messages can be sent via one of TABLETmedia’s applications such as:

Typical Applications:

 text@trbo™ email gateway
 iTalkie™/RG radio gateway
 extracker@trbo™ entry level GPS and messaging dispatch
Double tapping on a message displays a list of pre-defined message that are sent back to the dispatcher.







Transportation
Hospitality
Education
Public utilities
Government

In addition, iTalkie™/MT can be customized to receive data through one of the PC’s RS-232, USB or parallel
port inputs and sent it back to the dispatcher or a server as a text message. For instance it can be used to
report fuel level, oil temperature, battery voltage, vehicle telemetry, or, conversely, remotely activate
features on the vehicle.
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